
RexMart: Empowering Analysts to Configure Research Data Marts to Improve End-User Data Exploration

Introduction
Researchers, healthcare organizations, and payers want to explore and analyze 
clinical data that has been integrated from multiple sources, such as electronic 
health records, claims data, and patient-reported outcomes. However, the volatility 
and both structural and semantic complexity of clinical data make this ideal vision of 
data repurposing difficult to achieve. Added to this is the challenge of storing data in 
a manner that ensures high integrity as well as retrievability. Solutions range from 
managing and exploring data in flat-file spreadsheets to custom NoSQL or relational 
database systems that can be expensive to build and maintain. Our approach, in 
contrast, is to build a powerful configuration layer for semi-technical analysts and 
end users on top of relational database technology. This configuration layer 
empowers data analysts to define data feeds and transformations, data mart 
schemas, as well as query builder display properties. This case study describes 
how such a layer was defined and built for RexMart, enabling non-technical end 
users to explore and share data while meeting data integrity and privacy 
constraints. 

Methods 
RexMart development followed Agile Scrum methodology. We examined the 
informatics literature as well as client requests for each sprint, and identified the 
following categories of configurability: extract-transform-load (ETL), data mart 
settings, and application preferences. Each sprint, the RexMart product manager 
reviewed client requests and the product roadmap, and determined what 
configurability options should be developed in each of these categories. Then the 
options were analyzed, designed, developed, tested, packaged, and released (see 
https://bitbucket.org/rexdb/rex.explore_ui-provisional and https://bitbucket.org/
rexdb/rex.explore-provisional).

Results
We built a configurable ETL pipeline to move data from transactional databases and 
flat files to a target data model in RexMart. A semi-technical analyst can edit text 
configuration files to define the name of a data mart, the sources of data it draws 
from, the target data model, and the queries on the source data that load and 
transform the data into the target data model. Each data mart is associated with a 
role that a user must have in order to access it. As part of the data transformation 
step, analysts can create calculated columns that store derived data, which appear 
as variables.

Several application-level configurability options were added as well. First, an 
analyst can set up and curate the data dictionary for any columns included in the 
data mart, allowing end users to find needed variables and understand what data is 
available to them. Second, an analyst can allow all users to manually refresh a data 
mart, overriding a default cron job that updates the data marts nightly. Third, 
analysts can enable or disable specific features such as a query request 
submission. 
 

Discussion
A data exploration tool that can readily be configured by both analysts and end-
users is more likely to meet users’ needs at a lower cost than fully custom software 
while providing greater data quality and auditability than spreadsheets. Planned 
additions to the configuration layer include query-based subschema definitions 
(“schema profiles”) to resolve multiple join paths between tables, and administrative 
user permissions to edit database data dictionaries directly in the application.
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The Data Explorer facilitates the discovery of variables and building basic queries. 
The screen allows users to (1) select an accessible data mart; (2) find variables by 
browsing or searching a flattened representation of tables and columns; (3) select 
variables or saved variable sets for inclusion in the query; and (4) retrieve a saved 
row filter or create new, arbitrarily complex filters.

The HTSQL Explorer is an IDE for data access for data managers and statisticians. 
The screen allows users to (1) view query results; (2) compose and run queries with 
the aid of syntax-highlighting and catalog-aware completion of tables, columns, and 
foreign key references; export data in CSV, TSV, XML, JSON, or HTML; and view the 
raw SQL underlying the HTSQL query; and (3) save new queries, run saved queries, 
and manage the visibility of saved queries to other users with access to the data mart.

Users with the Lab Administrator role can manage activity-based permissions for 
each user in the lab on a study-by-study basis. Users with the “Explore Data” activity 
permission for a given study can access RexMart databases based on that study.
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RexMart is an integral part of the open-source Research Exchange Database (RexDB) platform. RexDB enables 
research organizations to acquire data electronically through EDC and ETL tools (RexAcquire); store the 
transactional and analytical data and create customized applications based upon it (RexApp); and configure 
data marts for data exploration and allow end users to explore, share, and export the data (RexMart). RexMart 
can be configured to run in a separate process so it doesn’t impair the performance of other applications in the 
RexDB suite.

RexMart: Configurable Data Access for Open Source RexDB

Analysts can configure and manage multiple data mart types, with permissions managed 
downstream by administrative users. Because the data marts are read-only, they 
typically need to be re-created from source data on a periodic basis by running a single 
command-line function. In production, this command is typically run on a cron job.

Data Mart Creation

Analysts configure all data mart types for a RexMart application in a 
single, human-readable YAML file. Each top-level entry holds the 
configuration for a single data mart type, which serves as input to data 
mart creation process. The example above shows the full configuration 
for a data mart type called “enrollment,” with references to the files for 
schema and transformation configuration.

Challenge: 
Empower Analysts to Support the Wide-Ranging Data Access Needs of Users

Analysts need to be able to configure the data access 
layer and build reusable, maintainable data marts.

End-users may ask them to help specify complex queries, 
which should be made available for end-user approval in 
the data exploration application. 

Many data consumers are in institutional research 
settings with multiple collaborators, labs, and/or studies, 
where both primary and secondary use of data from 
multiple information systems is common. Most data 
consumers are focused on the data and its uses, as 
opposed to how it is stored. A data access application 
should allow these consumers to find the data available 
to them and then build, write, save, share, and export 
queries.

View and query access to data must be supported by a 
privileging model that meets or exceeds legal, regulatory, 
and institutional requirements (e.g., HIPAA, IRB).
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Data Exploration with RexPlore

- Data visualizations for query results
- Data dictionary curation and export functions for data managers
- Analyst-configurable screens to support common query patterns
- Permissioning to support IRB-compliant access to cross-study queries
- APIs for clinical terminology services to support queries on clinical data
- User interface improvements

What’s Next?

Analysts follow the same basic workflow when configuring data marts for end users. Configuration is 
accomplished almost entirely through text files (gray activity boxes). Examples of these configuration files are 
shown below for a simple data mart.
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How RexMart Builder Enables Analysts to Configure Data Marts

Limit measure data to those records linked to 
individuals enrolled in studies where the current user 
has “explore data” permission. 

!"type:"enrollment
""schema:"/explore/enrollment.yaml
""data_queries:"/explore/enrollment.htsql
""post_build_queries:"/explore/enrollment_post.htsql
""prefix:"enroll
""max:"3
""base_table:"individual
""instrumental:"true
""measure_filter:".filter(exists(individual.study_enrollment.study.study_x_user
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""".filter(explore_data)
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""".filter(user.remote_user=$user)))

!"type:"test
…

dbtype.yaml

Configuring Data Mart Types
with Simple YAML

post_build_queries Path to queries to be run after the data has been loaded (*.htsql)

type

Parameter

schema

data_queries

Name of data mart type

Description

Path to data mart schema configuration file (*.yaml)

Path to data transformation file (*.htsql)

template Boolean indicating whether an existing database (True), its clone (False), 
or a new database (Null) should be used

prefix

max

base_table

String to add to data mart instance names

Maximum number of data mart instances per user for the current data 
mart type
Table to be used as unit of representation for all query results built 
through the front-end query builder

sources Paths to CSV source files, if any

measure_filter Optional query fragment that optionally filters measures according to a 
logical expression

Settings

Analysts configure the target schema via RexDeploy (above left), an assertion-based schema management system 
that is a core package in RexDB® (https://doc.rexdb.org/doc/rex.deploy/). Each line in the YAML file is a different type 
of assertion. For example, the first section of text in enrollment.yaml asserts that there is a “patient” table with a 
“code” text column that also serves as a primary key and an optional “sex” column that can have the value “male”, 
“female”, or “unknown”. RexDeploy checks whether each assertion is true in the target schema. If it is false, it alters 
the schema to make the assertion true; if it is true, it does nothing. If it cannot make the assertion true, it produces an 
informative error.

Transforms (above-right) are configured via queries in the open-source HyperText Structured Query Language 
(HTSQL®; http://htsql.org/), which are translated to valid SQL on the back-end. In this example, the data is extracted 
from the core RexDB transactional database (/:rexdb) and inserted it into the data mart (/:insert). A trivial example of 
mapping from one table to another table with a different name is shown via red and blue highlighting.
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!"table:"patient
""with:
""!"column:"code
""""type:"text
""!"identity:"[code]
""!"column:"sex
""""type:"[male,"female,"unknown]
""""required:"false

!"table:"patient_phi
""with:
""!"link:"patient
""!"identity:"[patient]
""!"column:"birthdate
""""type:"date

!"table:"study
""with:
""!"column:"code
""""type:"text
""!"identity:"[code]
""!"column:"title
""""type:"text

!"table:"study_enrollment
""with:
""!"link:"individual
""!"link:"study
""!"identity:"[patient,"study]
""!"column:"code
""""type:"text

enrollment.yaml

#"Populate"Patient"table"from"Individual"table
/individual
""""{
""""""""code,
""""""""sex
""""}":as"patient"/:rexdb/:insert

#"Populate"Patient"PHI"table"from"Identity"table
/identity
""""{
""""""""patient":="individual.id(),
""""""""birthdate
""""}":as"patient_phi"/:rexdb/:insert

#"Populate"Study"table
/study
""""{
""""""""code,
""""""""title
""""}"/:rexdb/:insert

#"Populate"Study"Enrollment"table
/study_enrollment
""""{
""""""""individual":="individual.id(),
""""""""study":="study.id(),
""""""""code
""""}"/:rexdb/:insert

enrollment.htsql
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